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Budgeting might be considered the thermometer of presidential-congressional relations. Sometimes it shows a balanced, healthy, normal body politic. Sometimes it reveals a dangerous fever. And sometimes the thermometer breaks and glass and mercury are spilled all over the floor.

Budgeting is at the heart of government, because it is the most direct example of the authoritative allocation of values. The framers of the constitution expected Congress to have the largest say in budgeting decisions. Yet the constitution also, both through the president’s veto over legislation and his supervision of administration, gave him a major role in the allocation of government funds. Developments in the extraconstitutional political system, such as the emergence of the presidential role as a party leader and his occasional ability to appeal to public opinion, added to the president’s potential budgeting power. Congress also granted presidents institutional resources—the budget bureau and its routines—that are central to the modern presidency.

Budgeting also is extremely hard. Congress and the president may seem to fail because there is no result that would meet public demands that are either contradictory (avoid recession but balance the budget!); or beyond their power to meet (“manage the economy” when, to a great extent, the economy determines budget totals rather than vice versa); or require decisions for which there is not close to majority support (as will be discussed below).

Done properly, federal budgeting is an immensely technical and complicated task, involving many thousands of decisions that are supposed to be integrated into a complex web of legislation and implementation. As a result,
both Congress and the presidency include specialized budgeting institutions. When the body politic is healthy, these institutions each contribute to decisions.

The congressional budget process includes specialized committees for what we now call discretionary spending (the House and Senate Appropriations committees); for revenue legislation (House Ways and Means and Senate Finance); and to provide an annual framework for decisions about spending and taxing (the House and Senate Budget Committees, through the annual Congressional Budget Resolution). A wide variety of special rules apply to consideration of revenue legislation, appropriations, and the class of laws called entitlements (or mandatory spending) that provide budget authority for more than one year (such as for farm price supports and Medicare). Congressional staff agencies oversee executive management of budget allocations (GAO, the Government Accountability Office) and advise Congress on budgetary effects of legislative alternatives (CBO, the Congressional Budget Office).

The executive (or presidential) budget process is managed by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) within the Executive Office of the President. Budget offices within each agency and department deal with OMB. Although it has undergone reorganizations since its creation in 1921, the budget bureau has always packaged agencies’ budget requests into an overall bundle subject to presidential approval (the President’s Budget) and then after Congress responded with appropriations or other legislation, managed allocation of funds among agencies (budget execution). This presidential process gives the president first move in determining how specific tax and spending plans relate both to each other and to totals for taxes, spending, and the federal surplus or deficit. It also influences information provided to Congress, because agencies are expected to testify in favor of the budget bureau’s proposals.

This chapter addresses how the budgeting relationship between the president and Congress has developed over time. A theory based on presidential dominance was implemented, after 1921, in a manner that instead allowed positive collaboration. From the late 1960s on, this developed into a much more adversarial process, in which president and Congress competed to shape policy and avoid blame. At various times, such as 2011–2012, that turned into a raw struggle in which the formal budgeting process was shattered and the values it serves been nearly ignored.

PURPOSES OF BUDGET PROCESSES

Specialized budget processes have a series of functions, or justifications, as part of both democratic politics and competent government. Budgeting can be a way to make government transparent and its actions predictable; a procedure to set social priorities and to pursue efficiency in the operation of public services; and can be used by government to try to manage the economy.

In many people’s view, however, the core purpose of any budget process should be to “balance” the budget. By this they mean have spending be no more than revenues. As Irene Rubin has written, this is just one possible balance (in the sense of a balance sheet); and there are many situations in which a “balanced budget” is neither necessary policy nor good economics. Even if one does not think deficits are evil, however, there should be some balance—a level of deficit or surplus—that seems advisable for a combination of economic purposes (such as manipulating aggregate demand) or a version of household management (such as accumulating resources in case of later hard times).

The fundamental challenge for any budget process is that preferences about details are highly unlikely to add up to preferences about total spending, total taxes, and the resulting budget balance. Hence processes are needed to adjust preferences about totals and details to each other, in such a way that the combination in the end is as satisfactory as possible to the decision-making person or group.

As this problem is normally posed, a set of fragmented decisions about programs and taxes, which is what would happen if agencies simply proposed their own budgets and Congress responded by committee, must be resisted by central “guardian” bodies in Congress or the executive branch. Yet the challenge is not simply that short-sighted claimants might add more totals. Most participants in budget-making can identify somebody else’s spending that would be willing to eliminate, or somebody else’s that would be willing to raise, so that they could justify their details within their preferred total. Then budget deficits can exceed public and elite views of what is proper not because individuals are hypocrites and want to have their cake and eat it too, but because each would bake the cake a different way.

During the budget battles of the 1980s, for example, conservative Republicans could consistently favor a balanced budget because they were willing to slash social programs to achieve the goal, while liberal Democrats could favor balance because they were willing to cut defense spending and raise taxes on corporations and people with higher incomes.

Under these circumstances, all sides can treat some level of deficit as a sin and a sin, and attack the others without any sense of shame. Other participants in budget debate, such as editorial boards and economists, will about the need to reduce deficits yet view the details as other people’s problem. Budgeting, therefore, tends to generate a great deal of blame that politicians want to avoid. There will be blame for specific decisions to cut spending or raise taxes, but also blame for not cutting programs in general or
for not raising taxes in general. Blame is so pervasive that budget politics cannot be understood separate from the allocation not only of values, but blame.

THE PRESIDENTIAL BUDGET AS A BASIS FOR COOPERATION

The core institutions of the presidential budget were created in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, emerging from an elite executive budget movement. The dominant trend in this movement distrusted both the legislature and the public, and believed the chief executive and administrators should be free to make decisions that served their view of the public interest. Many subsequent reformist analyses have followed in this tradition. This executive dominance view was (and is) “at odds both with contemporary practice and the separation of powers.” The process Congress supported in 1921 therefore retained “legislative initiative in appropriations” and stressed “the executive budget as a means of gaining executive responsibility and strengthening legislative budgetary control.”

How could the same process both make the executive more responsible and strengthen legislative control? It could help both president and Congress control the executive agencies.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLERK/BROKER PATTERN

Agency behavior can create problems for both Congress and the president. The first is “coercive deficiencies”: an agency runs out of money and its political overseers feel compelled to appropriate more, rather than stop the activity. The process created by the 1921 Act, in which the budget bureau apportions funds to agencies, greatly reduced this problem.

Both could also gain if agencies were operated more efficiently. Efficiency is not the same as economy. As one senior OMB career official put it in an interview, “the idea I grew up with was to be a neutral competent budget analyst. As I told my staff, that meant if it was a Republican administration trying to minimize cost; if it was a Democratic administration, how to maximize value for the money we had.” The executive process could provide a “scrub” of agency requests and prevent them from submitting “blue sky” requests to Congress.

Both branches might also benefit from better coordination across programs, which could reveal if agencies were working at cross-purposes or uncover the “wasteful” opposite, redundancy or overlap of functions. Congress might choose not to use such information, but providing it would improve Congress’s options. Efficiency might be served if the budget bureau improved management. In practice, Congress has been conflicted on this topic, with some legislators at any given time hoping that central management initiatives will yield economies, and others fearing interference with their own influence over the agencies. We will see that recent management initiatives, even if mandated by Congress, appear to have done more harm than good. Nevertheless, there have been periods when the management activities of the budget bureau played a positive role. The Division of Administrative Management established within the budget bureau by Director Harold Smith in 1939 contributed in ways that are still recalled as a kind of “golden age” of the budget bureau.

Most significantly, the president’s budget can serve Congress by dispersing blame. If the president proposes measures that Congress can accept, legislators get to share the blame. If Congress rejects a presidential proposal, so must replace it with another, legislators can gain credit from the interest they protect, somewhat offsetting blame from the interest they hurt. The president gains policy influence from the initiative and agenda-setting effects of the presidential process.

In these ways, the presidential process helped both president and Congress match details to totals, and the budget system developed into a rough equilibrium of shared expectations and mutual adjustment. It fit into the presidential role that Richard Neustadt described as “clerkship.” Neustadt described the budget as “among the cardinal services the president-as-clerk performs for Congressmen and bureaucrats and lobbyists.” A better term might be brokerage: the president sits at a key point within a complex system of bargaining. In return for facilitating transactions, he collects resources that he uses for his own purposes. Because it was created by an intensive process within the executive branch; because it represented commitment in its most abstract form, money; and because the nature of appropriations meant that Congress had to respond to those proposals; the budget became the year’s premier initiator.

Budgeting in this period was hardly a nonpartisan lovefest. There were occasional fevers, sometimes severe. Nevertheless, what Allen Schick termed the “Seven Year Budget War” from 1966 to 1973 initiated a transition to a much more adversarial role for the president’s budget. The clerk/broker role depended on conditions that diminished in the late 1960s and nearly disappeared in the 1980s.

TOWARD ADVERSARIAL BUDGETING

The first condition for cooperation was that Congress and the president have similar goals for budget totals. Liberal Democrats and conservative Republicans had very different fiscal policy views, but the conservative coalition that dominated Congress in the 1950s largely agreed with President Eisenhower,
and disagreement only became systematic when President Nixon faced a more liberal Congress.

The second condition was that the instruments available within the budget process be adequate to the task of making details fit the totals. The process that had emerged only guaranteed action on annually appropriated programs, what would later be called “discretionary” spending. The growth of entitlements such as Social Security and Medicare, followed by military spending’s decline as the Vietnam War wound down, meant that by 1973 annual appropriations were less than half, and a declining share, of spending.

The third condition was that the president and congressional majority be in rough agreement on program details or priorities. Again, this disagreement appears to have widened during the Nixon presidency. The fourth condition was that the apportionment power be used in a way that was remotely acceptable to Congress. Instead, President Nixon used it to impound (refuse to spend) appropriations for purposes that he did not approve and had not been able to veto. A constitutional crisis over budget powers was avoided only because another, culminating in Nixon’s resignation, took its place.

Congress responded by passing the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974. The Budget Act created the Budget Resolution process, through which Congress, before passing other spending and tax legislation, would lay out targets for spending and revenue totals and priorities. This process would be reformed and strengthened in 1980 by implementing reconciliation, a process through which legislative committees would be given targets for spending cuts or revenue increases in the Budget Resolution. Reconciliation had strong procedural protections against filibuster in the Senate. It therefore provided a vehicle through which Congress was much more likely to respond to presidential proposals to alter entitlement programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, or to change tax law, than had been the case before 1980. This extended the potential influence of the president’s budget through both agenda-setting and blame-sharing, and the Budget Act therefore helped President Reagan win spending reductions in 1981.²⁰

Yet the Budget Act also reduced Congress’s dependence on the president for information, through creation of the Congressional Budget Office and the Budget Committee staffs. Budget Resolutions enabled Congress to set its own standards for totals, so its details would not be judged by the president’s totals. CBO provided Congress’s own source of economic analysis, to counter the president’s judgments. The resolution further forced Congress to explicitly state its own fiscal policy and overall priorities, making any conflict more explicit.

After 1981, systematic deficits that were unprecedented during peacetime increased the blame for budget totals. Intense disagreement between the president and much of Congress (including moderate Republicans) about other budgetary values led to battles about budget resolutions and diminishing attention to the president’s framework. Either Congress took the lead, as in 1982 and 1984, or leaders maneuvered to create some form of “budget summit,” as in 1987 and 1990.

In 1985 a coalition of conservative radicals (e.g., Senator Gramm) and budget hawk moderates (Senators Rudman and Hollings) took legislation to increase the debt ceiling hostage in order to force procedural changes that, they believed, would force agreement on deficit reductions. Democratic leaders decided they could not increase the debt ceiling without something like that proposal, so worked to make it as bad for the president and his allies as possible. They succeeded enough that House Majority Whip Tom Foley was able to describe the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law (GRH) as “about the kidnaping of the only child of the President’s official family that he loves [defense], holding it in a dark basement and sending the President its car.”²¹

One OMB senior career official described budgeting with GRH as a game of “deficit-reduction roulette.” The only way OMB could look like it was proposing doing “enough” on the deficit was to submit proposals that were obviously unacceptable (so in no sense constituted an “agenda”). As one agency budget officer expressed it, some proposals did not pass the “laugh test . . . the committees regard it with utter disdain, with laughter. Even around this table we laugh.” The president’s budget was commonly viewed as fake, impossible, or both, so “dead on arrival.” In response, OMB released the fiscal year 1987 plan by sending it to Congress in an ambulance, in the form of a staffer on a stretcher. He jumped up to reveal a shirt proclaiming, “The FY87 Budget Lives.”

The adversarial relationship between the branches led to changes in OMB’s role and capacity. The professional staff redeployed from analyzing programs to supporting the political staff in negotiations with Congress. One of Director David Stockman’s top aides explained that rationales for cuts were sought as weapons; “the notion was . . . one could find reasons to fit whatever our goal might be.” The cost of this approach was in organizational capacity to identify efficiencies: to understand programs well enough to tell how they could do as much with less. In the background, some of the logic of the clerk/broker era remained. If the president proposed an increase within the budgetary environment of the 1980s, it would get more attention than if it came from anyone else. OMB might still find what one senior OMB civil servant called “the least provocative minuses”—proposals Congress could accept. But this became both less common and less of a focus for the process.²²

In the circumstances of the 1980s there was far too much blame to share.²³ Both president and Congress had incentives to enact pure gimmicks, as in the 1989 “summit agreement” between president and Congress that included about $39 billion in smoke and mirrors out of a $47 billion total.²⁴
The George H. W. Bush administration amended the outgoing Reagan administration's FY90 plan by specifying increases and calling for unspecified cuts. In the words of one House Appropriations Committee aide, “We didn’t really feel we ever had a President’s Budget.” By 1990, the president’s men were blaming Congress for not changing his budget enough.25 Such developments led budget scholars to ask whether the presidential process had outlived its usefulness.26

**PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS IN THE 1990S**

During the first two years of the George H. W. Bush administration, the president’s proposals appear to have been placeholders for eventual negotiations, at best. Nevertheless, in 1990 OMB Director Richard Darman managed to negotiate both significant deficit reduction and procedural rules, the Budget Enforcement Act, that eliminated the absurdities of GRH and provided totals with which it was possible to budget somewhat more regularly for the rest of the term. In order to do this, however, President Bush had to court blame by abandoning his 1988 campaign pledge of “no new taxes.” Both the president and Congressional leaders felt they had to disguise the ways there were repealing the worst aspects of Gramm-Rudman, so they would not be accused of abandoning commitment to a balanced budget.27

By taking on blame, President Bush enabled a package that significantly reduced future deficits. He then ran for reelection against a Democrat who accused him of not being in touch with economic problems he had tried to fix through the conventional wisdom nostrum of deficit reduction; with a base that objected to his raising taxes; and with a third-party candidate (Ross Perot) attacking both parties for not caring about the deficit for which Bush had angered his base. Bush lost. The next President Bush appears to have concluded that compromise in order to reduce deficits is not a great deal for presidents.

Compared to 1990, 1993 was much more clearly a case of presidential leadership, in that the Clinton administration laid out a direction and some details that were largely followed—unlike the bargaining process for the 1990 deal. In its first two years, the Clinton administration’s budgets related details to totals in a way that considered both short- and long-term effects. However, this was made possible by a newly united government; the legislation passed by one vote in both the House and Senate; united government focused partisan blame; and in the 1994 election congressional Democrats paid the price by losing control of both houses of Congress for the first time in forty years.

The Republican takeover of Congress in 1994—and especially the capture of the House by Republicans led by Speaker Newt Gingrich, who sought to revolutionize American government—created extreme disagreement with little room for the clerk/broker role. The budgetary relationship between Clinton and the Republican Congress was among the worst in American history, with the logical result that, as two budget process experts expressed, “It often seemed that policy proposals were designed more for partisan posturing than for effectiveness and efficiency.”28

OMB in 1995 returned to the Reagan-era role of serving the president in continual pitched battles and negotiations with Congress. In both chambers, the leadership wanted the president to make proposals that would reduce the blame they could get for cutting programs, and would take almost any savings he could find so long as they weren’t in defense, but this was not a matter of seeking clerical or analytic services. The president didn’t want to be so helpful; meanwhile delays in one year’s appropriations made it rather difficult to produce a plan for the next year’s. As one administration official put it, “Anything would be flawed, so we punted.”

After Clinton’s reelection and the turn of events that followed the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA-97)—including, to general surprise, a balanced budget—one might have expected that extra money in a budget surplus would lubricate compromise. It did not for two reasons. First, the preferences of the president and of the Congressional majority leadership differed too greatly. The second problem was discretionary spending caps built into the deficit reduction legislation of 1997.

Clinton sought new spending and congressional Republicans sought new tax cuts. But the administration was also concerned about the long-term financing of Social Security, and concluded that future pensions could be made more affordable by reducing the federal debt and thereby future interest expenses. Therefore the Clinton administration promoted a standard of “saving Social Security first,” by which it meant balance the budget without counting the Social Security surpluses. It therefore increased budgetary pressure on the details.29

Multiyear caps respond to pressure to reduce deficits by ignoring or hiding specifics. The 1990 budget deal had also created five-year caps, but they were not so tight. Those caps were revised and extended in 1993 as part of a strong push within Congress for savings from discretionary spending, with much less attention to the details that would result.30 The 1993 targets were met only with assistance from the Gingrich Congress that the Clinton administration did not seem to appreciate at the time. The BBA-97 caps required that outlays be cut by about three percent relative to their real value in FY98 for FY99, and then be flat from FY99 through FY2002—in spite of economic growth, budget surpluses, and predictable events such as the decennial census.31

The problem with caps is that they do not resolve the details, which still must be appropriated each year. The Clinton administration wanted to spend
above the caps, and proposed to pay for the extra spending with measures such as increased tobacco taxes and user fees. Congressional Republicans saw this as welching on a deal to constrain domestic spending, and objected to the offsets. Majorities in Congress neither wanted to violate conservative principles by raising the caps, nor fulfill them by spending as little as the caps required, nor enact the offsets.

So, each year, the administration insisted on its spending; appropriations were delayed by intense conflict; congressional Republicans largely gave in; and the caps were evaded with maneuvers that mainstream observers viewed as “gimmicks,” such as shifts of payment dates from one year to another, declaring census spending an “emergency,” and declaring somewhat predictable spending for military deployments in Bosnia an “emergency.” By the end of 2000, discretionary spending was nearly $100 billion above the cap set in the BBA.32 But this had been achieved in an entirely uncooperative way, in which the president’s budget was viewed as unrealistic in Congress. OMB officials admitted as much; in one’s words, “You do what you can to legitimately and sensibly come up with a total that is consistent with the overall decision of the president about what level of spending he wants to propose for the next year, and then turn it over to the appropriations process to change. Sometimes you propose things that you know aren’t going to be enacted; it’s a feature of the process.”

**BUDGETING DURING THE GEORGE W. BUSH ADMINISTRATION**

The George W. Bush (Bush 43) administration inherited a massive budget surplus and had, for most of its time in office, a supportive Congress. One might have expected presidential leadership and a process that fit common views about what a good process would do. Instead, events demonstrated that an administration’s own preferences control how the presidential process fits into federal budgeting. This administration had little interest in totals as conventionally defined (the budget balance), and not much more in many details (particularly for discretionary domestic spending).

Process breakdowns approached levels seen at previous heights of conflict. Congress failed to pass budget resolutions for fiscal years 2003, 2005, or 2007. In 2004 nine of the thirteen appropriations bills did not pass until they were packaged together in an omnibus bill after the election, on November 20. In 2006, the Republican Congress not only failed to agree with the Republican president to pass nine of the bills before the election, but then passed only a short-term continuing resolution, leaving the new Democratic Congress to deal with those bills in 2007. The Bush administration expressed its disappointment, but had done nothing to make agreement more likely.

Although the Bush 43 deficits were not large by historical standards, they appeared larger given the preceding surpluses and a fear campaign about future costs from retirement of the baby boomers.33 Perhaps as a result, blame-avoidance may have been taken to new heights (or lows) by a series of maneuvers to obscure policy choices and their consequences. These included suppressing the administration’s own cost estimates for its Medicare prescription-drug legislation, manipulating sunset dates of tax legislation, continual failures to honestly address the Alternative Minimum Tax, and systemic funding of an ongoing war through supplemental appropriations.

Although it did not want blame for deficits, it is not clear that the Bush 43 administration much cared about the deficit as policy. In its view lower taxes were good, lower spending on domestic programs was good, defense spending was not to be constrained by budget concerns, privatizing social programs was good even if it increased spending,34 and the overall balance mattered much less than the results on the component parts. A senior political official’s description of how the budget was assembled shows the pattern. He reported that they focused on “what is appropriate, needed and fair for non-security . . . We ended up with some increase, just below inflation, and building from that. So then you ask what is the increase on the security side, you build in that. Then there is DOD, and you can imagine there were discussions on that. There was no magic on the top line, it’s just the sum of the parts.” This is remarkably different from standard ways of thinking about the budgeting task. Yet career OMB staff broadly supported this description.

Even if the administration had wanted to take leadership on the details, it had diminished capacity to do the work of the clerk/broker model. OMB analysts spent much less time monitoring the appropriations process, because of the administration’s disengagement from the details. But both Clinton and Bush had reduced OMB personnel, and the remaining staff was buried under new “management” work, both from the 1993 Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and the Bush Administration’s Program Assessment and Rating Tool (PART) process.35 “There has been a gradual expansion of legislated tasks,” one senior career official observed, “and the result is that there is a substantial amount of examiners’ time that gets consumed with responding to requirements that are either mandated or legislated on the institution.” Another said that “one thing I used to do was sit down with examiners and identify two or three things we would need to learn more about from March to September . . . we could no longer do that, because PART sucked up every moment between February and September.” The gravest problem, a third observed, was that there was “a whole lot of paper there, but we don’t have the time to see if any of it is actually representative of anything.”

Thus Bush 43 budgets were criticized in the same terms as the late Reagan budgets, at a time of lower deficits. Some claims about flawed proposals
involved traditional worldview differences between OMB and appropriators, such as whether agencies could find savings to offset pay increases (OMB finds that more reasonable). Legislative budgeters also will blithely adapt “OMB tricks” they’ve criticized to avoid blame themselves. So they are hardly pure; but they legitimately felt they were not getting the analysis that the presidential process is supposed to provide: in one appropriations veteran’s words, “a sense of how our agencies are doing.”

Even at the height of conflict, appropriations staff have believed that the president’s budget could be helpful by providing some constraints on agency requests and vetting agency details. One illustrated the need by saying the National Cancer Institute’s “bypass budget,” in which NCI presents its “needs” without OMB interference, “is just too expensive. No one can use it.” So Congress wants information about how to prioritize inputs into individual programs. But the Bush 43 administration showed “blatant disregard” for giving Congress the detailed budget justifications appropriators want to use.38

All this was true before the Democrats retook Congress in 2006. At that point Congressional Democrats, who had to get to work on the bills for 2008, enacted the remaining 2007 bills in a full-year Continuing Resolution for the first time since 1986. The new Democratic majorities did pass a Budget, but did not pass appropriations for all of the government except the Pentagon until an omnibus bill on December 19. Such a sweeping bill had not been necessary since 1987.

How cabinet secretaries allocated their budgets was basically their problem, as one OMB veteran reported, “so long as it meets the totals.” The administration took much the same view in its negotiations with Congress. In a July 11, 2007 press conference, outgoing Budget Director Rob Portman declared, “I think the position of the administration has been clear, which is, $933 billion is the top line, and the flexibility occurs under that top line.”39 A congressional source commented that “for the most part this administration cared about the top line and didn’t care much about the detail under that top line . . . (in 2007) we got down to the President’s number by cutting $10 billion out of our bills, and we did it without them in the room. There was literally no involvement, which was completely different from the Clinton years.”

In 2008 Congress, faced with certain vetoes and the possibility of a different president if it waited long enough, passed only the three bills that covered security related spending (Defense, Homeland Security, and Military Construction/Veterans Affairs), and didn’t even bother bringing other bills to the floor of the House and Senate. The new president and Congress were left, again, to deal with the problem after the Inauguration.

Hence the president’s budget process in the second Bush presidency was a strange amalgam of relevance and irrelevance from an adversarial stance.

Both because of his veto and his party’s control of Congress for most of the period, President Bush largely got his way on both totals and the details he cared about. Discretionary domestic “nonsecurity” spending was substantially constrained; military spending was not; two large tax cuts were passed along with a major expansion and “reform” of Medicare. But his success had little to do with the apparatus of presidential budgeting.

Disinterest in the usual activities of the clerk/broker role makes “adversarial” the default description of Bush 43 presidential budgeting. So does that administration’s complicity in process breakdowns even during united government. An alternate interpretation, however, would be that both the Bush administration and Congressional Republican leadership were more interested in attacking the federal government than in making budgets. In this sense they were allies, not adversaries.

THE OBAMA FIRST TERM: PLAYING CHICKEN AND CHICKEN-LITTLE

The Bush 43 years should have clarified a simple point: relations between the president and Congress on budget decisions depend on how the president’s process is managed. Obama’s first term illustrates another simple point: it’s dangerous to talk about conflict between “president” and “Congress” if it’s difficult to figure out what either “side,” especially the president, wants in the first place.

Congress, after all, is supposed to be divided; presidents not so much. But the Obama administration suffered from a peculiar budgetary schizophrenia, talking and acting in multiple voices. This could be viewed as an attempt to be moderate and balanced, but did not work out so well.

As Barbara Sinclair argues in this volume, Obama and the Democratic majority in the 111th Congress cooperated to pass major legislation related to taxing and spending. These included the economic stimulus package in February of 2009; cleaning up the remaining appropriations for Fiscal Year 2009 in March of 2009; and the health-care reform legislation that was passed in March of 2010 and included restructuring of the federal student-loan programs.40 As she also shows, the 112th Congress was dominated by bitter conflict between the Obama administration and the House majority. This conflict included hostage-taking over the debt ceiling that reenacted the worst patterns of the Reagan years. To a great extent, budgeting became a game of chicken between the two parties in government.

Another part of the story, however, was how horrific economic and budget conditions, amid immense pressure from much of the press and the Washington and financial establishments to take major steps to reduce future deficits, exacerbated divisions within the administration and Congressional
(especially Senate) Democrats. This pressure enabled and in some cases supported taking the debt ceiling hostage as well as other efforts to budget outside the regular process. Once again panic about the totals led to irresponsibility about the details.

The Obama administration, in dealing with these pressures, sent mixed and inconsistent messages about its goals. How one interprets the pattern will depend on one’s policy view. If you believe the nation was gravely threatened by the prospect of very large deficits a decade in the future, or that the extremely large deficits (over 10 percent of GDP) caused by the recession were bad policy, then the Obama administration’s vacillation was simply a lack of courage and the attempts to bypass traditional budgeting were necessary. If you believe that the deficits during Obama’s first term were a proper response to macroeconomic conditions, and the idea that future deficits were the nation’s greatest problem was misguided, then the focus of political analysis should be on the forces that pushed to prioritize “fixing” future deficits rather than the immediate economy. From this perspective, elite deficit hysteria helped break the budgeting thermometer—and not for the first time.41

I am in this second camp. Budgetary Chicken Littles claimed the sky was falling based on analyses that were simply wrong. The most egregious arguments asserted that what Paul Krugman called the “bond market vigilantes” would punish the United States for its deficits by driving up interest rates.42 In fact, interest rates on US Treasury securities were persistently so low that federal government interest expenses as a share of GDP were lower in 2012 (1.4 percent) than in 2008 (1.8 percent)—even as the federal debt owed to the public grew from 40.5 percent of GDP to 72.5 percent.43

Presidents and Congress operate within a context of not only mass opinion but also elite opinion.44 An exaggerated sense of the deficit’s economic significance was promoted by Democratic and centrist economists throughout the 1980s and 1990s, and this made deficit-hawk attitudes, especially the belief that “entitlements” were a grave threat to the nation, conventional wisdom.45 When Republicans claimed the deficit was a huge problem they met ready agreement from centrist Democrats in Congress and cheers from much of the press and Wall Street. This did not mean either that voters wanted to cut entitlements (far from it); or that investors were seriously concerned (as shown by the low interest rates); or that what Republicans meant by “the deficit” was the same as what centrists meant (like President Bush, when Republicans during the Obama administration said “deficit” they basically meant “spending”). It did mean that the Obama administration appears (I’m no mind reader and their words deserve as much trust as any politician’s words) to have drawn five conclusions:

- They had to at least publicly agree that the deficit was a big problem and priority.
- For much of the administration, it actually was a big problem and priority.
- The Republicans had to get the blame for the failure of any negotiations.
- Deficit reduction should not occur quickly enough to endanger the economy and, thereby, the president’s reelection.
- And it would be nice to do some things that pleased the Democratic base and gave reason to be president in the first place—like come closer to the party’s dream of health insurance for all.

Resolving these conflicts was made more difficult by budget scorekeeping. Budgeting includes a literal score (the deficit, or changes in the deficit) that outsiders believe reveals how well the incumbents are doing. Scoring only by the deficit is misleading but common.46 The baselines used by CBO in 2009 assumed various laws would expire, automatically changing policies. All of the 2001 and 2003 “Bush” tax cuts would expire at the end of 2010; the Alternative Minimum Tax would suddenly apply to an extra twenty million people at the beginning of 2010; physician fees in Medicare would be cut by about 21 percent at the same time; and other highly unpopular and so unlikely events would occur as well. This meant, however, that even compromises that changed the budget policies in effect in 2009 to reduce deficits, such as letting some but not all of the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts expire, could be condemned by both partisan opponents (e.g., for raising taxes) and moderate sometime-allies (because they increased deficits above the baselines!).

The administration attempted to resolve the conflicting pressures, first, with a detailed and ambitious budget agenda.47 After enacting the large (if possibly not large enough) economic stimulus package described by Professor Sinclair, the President’s Budget proposed new taxes and spending cuts to Medicare and Medicaid to help pay for health-insurance expansion; extending the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts for people with incomes up to $200,000 for individuals and $250,000 for joint filers, but not above that level; taxing emissions of pollution and using the proceeds partly to cut taxes for lower-income workers and partly to fund new energy programs; and phasing out the military commitments in Iraq. It compared all its policies not to CBO’s “current law” baseline but to existing policies. The administration hoped that health-care reform would help control health-care costs so further improve the budget and economy; that its energy policies would jump-start new industries and so improve growth; and so that its policies would form a virtuous circle of deficits now but growth and lower deficits later.

More conservative Democrats in Congress, however, did not favor much of this. They did not pass legislation to change the baselines. They postponed acting on the tax cuts. They showed no interest in adopting the pollution
taxes. This refusal to deal quickly with the tax cuts and baselines would prove especially damaging in the long run.

The failure of the President’s Budget to shape the Budget Resolution was hidden by passage of the stimulus package and the dramatic battle over health-care reform. The latter battle also, however, showed the same pattern. The conservative Democrats who most emphasized deficits also blocked the provision, the public option, which was most likely to help control health-care spending. The final legislation included many measures that were widely promoted in the health-policy community but that CBO, looking at the evidence, could not project would reduce spending anytime soon. Similarly, in the fall of 2010 the Obama administration could not get the Senate to vote on extending a portion of the tax cuts on its terms (and so guaranteeing the others would expire) before the 2010 election; again it was blocked by conservative Senate Democrats who thought the vote might hurt their re-elections (and apparently did not think making the Republicans vote in favor of the rich and against everyone else would be any help).

In short, it would be wrong to ascribe the Obama administration’s struggles with the budget simply to partisan opposition. Democrats, particularly in the Senate, were quite divided. Budgeting by 2010 had devolved into a complex mess in which the administration could enact very little but there were continual efforts to change procedure, either because some legislators sincerely (regardless of decades of evidence) thought it would help, or to fool voters into thinking they were “doing something.” At the beginning of 2010, moderate Democrats led by Senate Budget Committee Chair Kent Conrad held an increase in the debt ceiling hostage, demanding creation of a special deficit-reduction commission that would create a deficit-reduction package on which Congress would be forced to vote outside of the regular order. They could not pass their proposal because Republicans, fearing the commission would propose tax increases, blocked it. But President Obama was only able to get the debt ceiling increased by promising to create a commission by executive order.

By this point, formal budget procedures, other than scorekeeping rules, had become irrelevant to budget making—except to the extent they provided opportunities to take hostages. The relationship between president and Congress could be better understood from the basic power relationships involved.

The proper question is: how can presidents change what Congress would do, compared to what Congress would do if there were no president? The major answers are:

- The president can frame an issue in a way that exerts public or interest group pressure on the opposite party. This happens rarely, since members of the other party already got elected without his support. The president

also is only one voice amid a cacophony of public advocacy—think of speaking from a bully pulpit next to a busy airport runway, or three.
- The president can take a stance that identifies his party with an initiative. This creates a cost to the party label from failing, so that conflicted members of the party may see a risk in defeating the initiative even if they also see risks in supporting it. This appears to be one reason some Democrats from more conservative districts voted for health-care reform. In the words of a participant and leading health-politics scholar, “The real story of health reform’s enactment is how the legislative battle got Democrats so invested that they could not afford to fail.”
- The president can sell his own party, promoting a policy that is more acceptable to the opposition. Then his partisans must face the charge that they are being partisan extremists if they do not go along. President Clinton’s welfare reform and NAFTA legislation are examples of this pattern; arguably so is President Reagan’s tax reform. This only changes policy, however, if the opposition accepts the deal.

After health-care reform there were no examples of the second pattern. The tension was between the first and third, and both Obama’s behavior and the results tended towards the third.

Thus Obama appointed six of the eighteen members of the National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, including the co-chairs, former GOP Senator Alan Simpson and former Clinton Chief of Staff Erskine Bowles. Although the committee did not report by a margin sufficient to trigger a vote in Congress, eleven of the eighteen expressed support for the co-chairs’ highly conservative plan. It set a limit of 21 percent of GDP on federal revenues (which had been a conservative constitutional amendment in the 1980s); included large cuts in Social Security and Medicare; relied much more on spending cuts than tax increases; and called for tax “reform” that would cut rates on higher incomes, supposedly paid by reducing tax preferences. Five of Obama’s six appointees endorsed the plan, and the positions of each could have been predicted from their previous records.

The legislation that extended all of the Bush tax cuts at the end of 2010 could, as Sinclair argues in her chapter, be viewed as a “victory” in some sense. If so, it was from a position of great weakness: it made the budget situation worse (continuing the pressure) and transformed the stimulus law’s main tax cut for middle- and lower-income Americans into a payroll tax “holiday” that conservatives could use to attack Social Security by saying its trust funds were fake. Social Security advocates were enraged.

This was the background to the bitter partisan warfare with the House majority and Senate minority in the 112th Congress. When the House held the debt ceiling hostage, it was doing what supposed moderates had done the year before. The president was unwilling or unable to make the case that the
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